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Fish stocks are increased in two ways:
1. Birth of fish
2. Growth of fish

These four variables are put together in the following equation:
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 then (A + G) must equal (C + M).

Imagine that we stopped fishing altogether – i.e. C = 0.
If (A + G) was greater than M (that is, if the increase in biomass through
birth and growth was greater than biomass lost through death, then the total
biomass would increase over the year. This growth is called the natural yield.

Natural yield = (A + G) – M

However, we can’t (or haven’t) stopped fishing and in many fisheries
around the world, (C + M) > (A + G) and the biomass of fish stocks is
plummeting.

In October 2002 the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
(ICES www.ices.dk) called for a complete ban on cod fishing in the North
Sea, Skagerrak, Irish Sea and waters west of Scotland. The report pointed to
declining catches of most species caught for human consumption or for
industrial processing and blamed over-exploitation. Recruitment (additions
to the stock through birth) for most fish stocks is very variable and
recruitment for cod, whiting and plaice is estimated to be at its lowest ever
level. ICES believes that previous agreements to try to reduce catches of
immature fish – those which are too young to spawn –  have failed and that
the only solution is to close fisheries where cod is the target species and
where it is part of the by-catch (accidental catch when fishing for, say, plaice).

Managing Fisheries
The aim is to calculate the mass of fish that we can remove annually,
forever, and still keep the fish population at a stable level. This mass is
known as the maximum sustainable yield. (MSY)

The MSY would mean that      (A + G)      =        (C + M)
                                             biomass added = biomass removed

Rearranging the equation:
       C = (A      +     G)       –   M
Maximum        birth  + growth        mortality
sutainable
yield/catch

So in order to calculate C, we need to know
• A – the birth rate of the fish
• G – the growth rate of the fish
• M – the death rate of the fish

One of the reasons that calculating the maximum sustainable yield is very
difficult is because each factor varies from year to year:
• G (growth) will be affected by food availability and temperature.
• A (birth) will be affected by the number of eggs adult fish produce

(which in turn is influenced by their size) and by how many eggs and
larvae survive, which will be affected by water temperature and food
availability.

• M (death) will be affected by the age of the stock, by predation and by
pollution, for example.

The MSY can be shown on a graph (Fig1).

Fish stocks are decreased in two ways:
1. Death of fish by natural means eg age/disease
2. Humans catching fish

ICES
ICES are an independent, intergovernmental scientific body providing
advice on fisheries in the northeast Atlantic to National Governments.

The ICES Report
• Cod stocks have been overestimated and growth rate of North Sea

cod has declined.
• Spawning Stock Biomass (SSB), the biomass of fish that are old

enough to be able to reproduce, is now so far below historic levels
that models of stock growth may simply not work.

• Cod catch has been consistently underestimated (partly because
the small, unmarketable fish that fishermen throw back into the sea
- discards - are not recorded).

• Previous agreements on Total Allowable Catches (TACs) have been
ignored.

ICES Recommendations
• Close cod fisheries and other fisheries such as haddock, whiting,

flatfish, shrimp and prawn – where cod is caught as a by-catch or
when cod by-catch can be prevented.

• Rigorously enforce recent agreements to increase mesh size.

Fig 1. Maximum Sustainable Yield
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ICES believe that in most fisheries FE is too great and that the easiest way
to decrease FE is to decommision vessels i.e. to decrease FC. However, FC
has steadily increased because of improvements to vessels' engine sizes
and efficiency. In any case, fishermen often do not agree with the fishery
scientists' figures, decommissioning would lead to unemployment, loss of
money invested in boats etc and would be politically very unpopular.

Practice Questions
1. The graph shows the predicted effect of varying net mesh size on the

annual catch of cod
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Suggest an explanation for the effect of mesh size on cod catches 3

2. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

The Tragedy of the Commons: Fisheries
There’s a telling phrase for it: the tragedy of the commons. It happens
because people think they can take a limitless amount of the earth’s ‘free
gifts’ such as the atmosphere or the sea or now, we are realising, the fish.
For centuries these so-called ‘global commons’ have had no prices at-
tached to them and so nothing to impose restraint on their use. And for
centuries, nothing harmful happens but on a finite globe, the limits logically
have to be reached at some stage.

There are fish stocks in trouble all over the world. The most celebrated
example is another cod stock, that of the Grand Banks off Newfoundland.
When this fishery was discovered by French, Basque and later English
fishermen in the 16th century, the cod were said to be so plentiful that a
basket merely dipped into the water would be brimming with fish. “You
could walk on the backs of the cod,” it was said. For nearly 500 years the
Grand Banks offered up their amazing harvest, until in the 20th century a
sinister process began: the fishing effort began to outpace the ability of the
fish stock to replace itself. It dwindled and dwindled, and then in 1989 it
abruptly collapsed. In 1992 the fishery was formally closed, throwing thou-
sands of Canadian fishermen out of work; it has not reopened and it seems
unlikely that it will.

It is the spectre of this seemingly-permanent collapse which is clearly in the
back of the minds of the specialists advising European fisheries ministers
to call a halt to North Sea cod fishing right away.

Cod typically start breeding at between four and six years old but intensive
fishing pressure may take out many of these bigger fish so that breeding
slows down in a cumulative process, until virtually no new “recruits” to the
breeding stock are coming through.

International landings of North Sea cod have dropped from a peak of 341,000
tonnes in 1972 to a current low of only 41,000 tonnes. ICES proposes a
precautionary level for spawning stock biomass of 150 tonnes.

Cod, haddock and whiting in the North Sea are now all below safe biological
limits and a further problem is the possible advent of global warming: as
the sea waters warm, cod seems to be moving further north to cooler
waters where they prefer to spawn.

But there appears to be no doubt that fishing pressure is the main threat.
The alarm is not new: the scientists have been sounding it for a decade but
over the last 12 years, EU fisheries ministers have set annual catch quotas
on average 30 per cent higher than the scientists recommended. It is not
hard to see why a fisheries minister listens to his fishermen rather than
somebody else’s scientists; livelihoods are at stake. But there cannot be an
industry if there are no fish. What the Common Fisheries Policy has not
delivered is an industry that is sustainable.
Source: Adapted from "Fishing industry falls victim to the tragedy of the
commons" The Independent. 24/10/2002

(a) In terms of fisheries, explain the phrase "the tragedy of the commons"
3

(b)Define the term 'fishing effort' 3
(c) (i) Outline the significance of the spawning stock biomass 3

(ii) Suggest the information needed, other than spawning stock
biomass, in order that quotas can be estimated 5
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Theoretically, once we have calculated the MSY we can translate this into
a maximum catch which we allow to be removed each year – i.e. we can set
a quota. It is not advisable to set the quota equal to the MSY. This is
because we could have over-estimated the MSY, or recruitment in one
particular year may have been very poor. In such circumstances the quota
will allow too many fish to be removed. By the next year, the fish biomass
will not have recovered and removal of the quota will further damage the
stock and so on until the fishery collapses. The danger of fixed quotas is
therefore that it can push the resource to collapse – which is exactly what
happened in the whaling industry. Between 1949 and 1960 the International
Whaling Commission set its quotas and countries competed aggressively
with each other to catch the whales until the quota was reached. The effect
on whale populations, however, was devastating.

An alternative to a fixed quota is to fix the fishing effort. This involves
controlling the size of the fleet, the number of days they are allowed to fish
and ensuring that the harvesting efficiency is not improved i.e. nets and
technology do not improve.

How can overfishing be prevented?
1. Reduce the total allowable catch (TAC) so that it is considerably below

the MSY, and then reduce each country’s quota
2. Limit areas where fishing can take place
3. Decrease total net size.
4. Increase net mesh size so that small, immature fish (those that are not

old enough to spawn) can escape
5. Set minimum landing sizes – i.e. the minimum size of fish that can be

brought into port
6. Reduce fishing effort
7. Reduce/stop subsidies for increasing size of fleet
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3. The graphs show data collected by research vessels monitoring cod
stocks in the Canadian Atlantic

Using the data, outline the difficulties managers face in trying to manage
this fishery sustainably. 5

4. The graph shows the relationship between fishing effort and catch size.
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Answers
1. Largest mesh size results in greatest catch because average size of

caught fish is greatest;
smallest mesh causes decline in catch;
Because small, immature fish are caught;
Before they have had chance to spawn; max 3

2. (a) a resource which/the sea is in shared ownership/owned by no-one
but accessible by many;

exploitation depends upon trust;
that individuals/national fishing fleets overfishing; max 3

(b) fishing capacity;
size of boats, engines/fishing method, skill/experience of crew;
fishing activity;
time at sea/trips; max 3

(c) (i) the biomass that is capable of adding to recruitment;
cod start breeding after 4-6 years;
fish are being caught before this age;
are not having a chance to breed; max 3

(ii) fishing mortality;
recruitment;
landings
discards;
fishing capacity;
fishing activity; max 5

3. Landings/Recruitment/Age 4+ biomass declining;
So spawning stock biomass declining;
fish caught before they are able to spawn;
Recruitment/mortality very variable;
May require closure to enable age 4+ biomass to recover;
TAC very low so fleet reduction/decommissioning likely; max 5

4. (a) (i) (ii)

2

(b) fishing capacity;
size of boats, engines/fishing method, skill/experience of crew;
fishing activity;
time at sea/trips; max 3
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(a) Mark on the graph;
(i) with an X where overfishing is ocurring 1
(ii) with aY the point of maximum sustainable yield 1

(b) What is meant by fishing effort? 3
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